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Abstract—Nonverbal synchrony is an important and natural 
element in human-human interaction. It can also play various 
roles in human-computer interaction. In particular this is the 
case in the interaction between humans and the virtual humans 
that inhabit our cyberworlds. Virtual humans need to adapt 
their behavior to the behavior of their human interaction 
partners in order to maintain a natural and continuous 
interaction synchronization. This paper surveys approaches to 
modeling synchronization and applications where this 
modeling is important. Apart from presenting this framework, 
we also present a quantitative method for measuring the level 
of nonverbal synchrony in an interaction and observations on 
future research that allows embedding such methods in models 
of interaction behavior of virtual humans. 
Keywords - Synchrony, nonverbal communication, 
measurement, virtual humans, HCI 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
Synchrony is an important element in non-verbal human-
human interaction. It has a role as one of the social signals 
that help building – and maintaining – a relation between 
people, be it for the duration of the interaction, or longer 
term. As such, it may also be a useful indicator of someone’s 
attitude towards the interaction, or their interaction partner.  
Currently there is a growing amount of attention for this 
and other kinds of social signaling in research in Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI). Sensors and sensing algorithms 
are developed for recognizing social signals; the recognition 
results are used to analyze and/or support human-human 
interaction; and research is carried out to build systems that 
can use similar social signaling devices in human-computer 
interaction, both with and without using humanoids such as 
virtual humans and social robots as interaction metaphor. 
In this paper, we present the following regarding 
nonverbal synchrony as social signaling device. First we 
define what kind nonverbal synchrony in human-human 
communication this paper concerns. Next, we give a short 
overview of various roles that research into synchrony plays 
in the field of HCI. Finally, we present a method to 
quantitatively measure the level of nonverbal motion 
synchrony in human-human conversations, and discuss how 
this method must be extended in order to be able to use it in 
the HCI contexts that we presented. 
II. NONVERBAL SYNCHRONY IN HUMAN-HUMAN 
INTERACTION 
People adapt to each other in interaction. They mirror 
each others’ gestures and postures; they converge in their 
choice of vocabulary; they do not always speak at the same 
time that another person wants to speak; and show their 
mutual adaptation in many other ways. By now, this 
behavior is commonly known under the general terms 
entrainment and synchrony, although it is known under many 
other names as well, often with slightly different meanings 
(Nagaoka et al. [1]). This paper specifically concerns the 
dynamic, temporal, form of synchrony: the extent to which 
people adapt the timing and coordination of their behavior to 
each other. 
Literature such as the work of Crown [2], Ramseyer and 
Tschacher [3, 4] or Nagaoka et al. [1] on interactional 
synchrony or coordinated interpersonal timing in 
communication present experimental results that suggest a 
relation between, on the one hand, being able to coordinate 
one’s actions in an anticipatory manner to those of one’s 
interlocutor, and, on the other and, a positive evaluation of 
the conversation partner and of the (effectiveness of) the 
interaction. Crown [2], for example, relates interpersonal 
timing to affective relation in dyads, and concludes that a 
‘like/dislike/-unacquainted’ condition has a strong relation 
with interpersonal timing. Ramseyer and Tschacher [4] 
performed a large scale quantitative study of synchrony in a 
psychotherapeutic context; using the analysis method 
developed by Ramseyer [5] they found a clear correlation 
between synchrony and certain positive therapy outcomes in 
a data set of 125 therapy sessions by 80 dyads. Nagaoka et 
al. [1] discuss experiments with rhythmic entrainment 
(meaning, in their case, convergence of latencies between 
utterance and response, for speakerA/¬ListenerB and 
speakerB/-listenerA transitions), showing how dynamics and 
alignment are a important elements of synchrony tendency. 
Which, in turn, as they argue, is important for conveying 
rapport and empathy, promotion of understanding emotion 
and making yourself assessed positively by the other. 
III. NONVERBAL SYNCHRONY AND HUMAN-COMPUTER 
INTERACTION 
Computational detection of synchrony in human-human 
interaction 
Ambient Intelligence is one HCI context in which a lot of 
importance is placed on the detection and interpretation of all 
facets of the interaction between humans [6]. As discussed 
before, nonverbal synchrony has strong correlations with 
various aspects pertaining to the quality and smoothness of 
an interaction. Automatically measuring synchrony could 
therefore be of great use in, for example, smart meeting 
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rooms, in which the interaction between inhabitants of the 
environment is analyzed for real-time support and for 
retrieval. Starting from the detection of periods of higher or 
lower synchrony, one could try to find points of ‘good’ 
interaction, or automatically annotate attitude-related 
phenomena such as agreement, disagreement, argumentation, 
and decision points. 
Teleconferencing and synchrony 
Teleconferencing is a situation in which the flow of 
social signals between people is notoriously impoverished. It 
is an active topic of HCI research to improve 
teleconferencing applications in such a way as to restore 
some of the communication that is disrupted by this. One of 
the many social signals that get lost – and perhaps on of the 
most difficult to restore, given the time delay factors always 
involved in long-distance teleconferencing – is synchrony or 
entrainment (McGrath, [7]). 
This problem has been addressed specifically by 
Watanabe et al. [8, 9]. They propose, among other things, a 
remote communication system that uses avatars to represent 
remote partners, instead of video. The virtual avatar 
embodiment of the remote partner, displayed to the local 
partner, allows the system – by appropriate animation of the 
avatar – to show respiration and other physiological and 
bodily behaviors as they were measured from the remote 
partner, in a clearer and more understandable way than 
would be possible using video. Their idea is that synchrony 
will occur more easily when enough involuntary relevant 
bodily behavior is displayed. However, in that situation one 
still has to deal with the time lag caused by the  long-distance 
network link. This might have a negative impact on the 
occurrence of synchrony, too. This issue is addressed in their 
proposal for a “Speech-driven embodied interaction system”. 
There, they still use an avatar representation of the remote 
partner, which is then animated in appropriate ways to 
display synchrony and other listening behavior. In this case, 
however, the appropriate behavior is not determined by 
measuring this behavior on the remote person and displaying 
it on the avatar, but by locally calculating what would be the 
best nonverbal behavior to display in (synchrony) relation to 
the speech of the local participant. This might increase the 
fluency of the conversation, but displaying such behavior 
when it does not mirror any underlying real synchrony 
between the participants of course raises important issues of 
ethics, trust and believability in teleconferencing, which the 
authors do not address at all. 
Synchrony for entertainment computing 
As there are so many positive affective aspects associated 
with synchrony, it is perhaps unsurprising that some 
researchers have recently worked to explicitly harness 
synchrony effects (the rhythmic, temporal synchrony that we 
address in this paper) for entertainment computing. For 
example, Weinberg and Driscoll [10] and Crick et al. [11] 
built robotic drummers that interacts with human co-
musicians or a conductor in rhythmic dimensions. Their 
focus is on the musical expressiveness and the collaborative 
music making. Michalowski et al. [12] built a robot that 
dances rhythmically in response to movements of the user, 
synchronizing to his or her rhythm. They developed it with a 
strong focus on interpersonal coordination and interactional 
synchrony, for research into research, therapy, and 
entertainment (Kozima et al. [13]). 
Tanaka and Suzuki [14] explicitly modeled two-way 
entrainment for their dancing robot Qrio in order to achieve 
more engagement from the user. A core concept in their 
interaction model is the repetition of sympathy and variation 
to it: “We consider that there are two concepts that should be 
basic units designing the interaction model. One is sympathy 
between the two (human and robot),and the other is variation 
to it. Our basic hypothesis is that by the repetition of the 
sympathy and variation, long-term interaction can be 
realized.” Finally, Tomida et al. [15] attempt to achieve 
‘entertaining interaction’ between two humans by trying to 
elicit entrainment quite directly. In their MiXer installation, 
the authors aim to elicit synchronization between two human 
users of the system: the “rhythms” of a user are sensed using 
bio sensors (heart rate, perspiration, etc) and the rhythms are 
presented to the other user using “bio feedback” 
(visualisation of those rhythms). The other user may then tap 
a button synchronized to the biofeedback display; the 
assumption is that an engaging type of “entrainment” 
between the users will occur in response to this process. 
Synchrony in natural interaction with Virtual Humans 
and Social Robots 
More specifically in the context of interaction between 
humans and Virtual Humans(VH),we do know that at least to 
a certain extent interactional synchrony also works for 
human-VH interaction. For example, Suzuki et al. [16], 
working on prosody, say that echoic humming mimicry has a 
positive influence on affective perception of the 
conversational partner, even if that partner is a computer. 
Bailenson and Yee [17] also specifically address the 
dynamics of the movement: interactional synchrony, in the 
form of mimicry (repeat head movements of partner after 4 
secs) is effective for Virtual Humans to be more persuasive 
and effective. 
This is all not very surprising, as Reeves and Nass [18] 
already showed that this type of aspects in human-human 
communication transfer to human-media communication. 
More on the topic of timing, Robins et al. [19], working with 
robots rather than virtual humans, conclude qualitatively 
from an exploratory study about “Rhythm, kinesics, body 
motion and timing” that “[...] responding with appropriate 
timing so as to mesh with the timing of human actions 
encourages sustained interaction” and “Robot-human 
temporal interaction kinesics will eventually need to be 
studied deeply in order to put this dimension within the 
purview of HRI designers”. 
Lately, several research groups have started to address 
such synchrony-like temporal interaction for Virtual 
Humans. Gratch et al. [20] considered the role of the proper 
timing of nonverbal feedback of a virtual human, for creating 
a feeling of rapport between user and agent. Reidsma et al. 
[21] built a Virtual Conductor that interactively conducts an 
ensemble of human musicians. The focus of their system is 
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on the temporal interaction of leading and following. The 
music being conducted and played serves as a kind of 
medium to steer the interaction. Nevertheless, the exact 
timing is not enforced externally; the avatar simultaneously 
adapts to the timing displayed by the users and attempts to 
get the users (musicians) to adapt to its timing, and thus in a 
sense can be said to implement temporal interactional 
synchrony. 
IV. A METHOD FOR MEASURING NONVERBAL SYNCHRONY 
A prerequisite for almost any of the HCI contexts 
sketched above is a method for measuring the amount of 
non-verbal synchrony in interaction. Between two humans in 
an interaction or between a user and a computer system (VH 
or other); to make the system adapt itself, show a reaction in 
a way that is contingent on the level of synchrony, or to 
evaluate the quality of the interaction. 
Wilson and Wilson [22] and Varni et al. [23] describe 
computational models for entrainment processes – but such 
are not necessarily suitable for automatic measurement of 
synchrony. The method of assessment by expert observers, 
or by analyzing self-report questionnaires, such as used by 
Ramseyer and Tschacher, and Tschacher et al. [5, 24] can be 
a powerful device, but most of the applications rather need 
an automatic, quantitative, method. 
There have also been more than a few attempts at finding 
a rhythmic organization in speech that can be calculated 
automatically. If this were possible, one could use it for 
detecting synchrony through looking at these rhythms of the 
speech of the conversation partners. However, it is not trivial 
to find such a rhythmic organization [25, 26]. Cummins [27] 
was able to detect synchronization between people in a 
specific task in which the people had to read out a text 
together synchronously. He measured the amount of 
synchrony by looking at the lag between the speakers on 
specific points of the text, or by performing a dynamic time 
warping algorithm on the spoken sentences – where the 
amount of warp is more or less inverse to the amount of 
synchrony – but this approach is not generalizable enough as 
it only works when you have a specific task in which two 
people have to perform the same content at the same time 
(e.g., synchronous speaking or playing a piece of music). 
Watanabe et al. [9] calculate the maximum value of the 
windowed cross-correlation between the head movements of 
the participants (determined using tracking devices attached 
to the head). They use this to show that their avatar-based 
teleconferencing system leads to more synchrony between 
speakers, as the maximum value of the cross-correlation over 
the whole interaction is significant higher when they have 
the avatars display the respiration of the remote person. 
Here we describe in more detail a method for 
automatically calculating synchrony developed by Ramseyer 
[3], which combines and extends a few separate approaches. 
Two video streams are recorded from the interaction 
between two persons. In both videos the amount of 
movement by the person in the video is measured as a 
function of time, by an image difference computation [28]. 
Next, the time-lagged cross-correlation between the two 
movement functions is computed to determine if the people 
move synchronously [29]. Since they might not move 
exactly at the same time, but with a short delay in response 
to each other, this computation is done many times, 
comparing each window of person A with all windows of 
person B that are within a lag of -2..+2 secs. This leads to an 
image much like the leftmost graph in figure1. In that graph, 
the white ‘highlights’ are periods where a high level of 
motion synchrony is detected between the persons. However, 
it is conceivable that the measured synchrony would result as 
a matter of chance from the comparison of any two moving 
people, whether they are in interaction or not. To compensate 
for this possibility of ‘chance synchrony’, Ramseyer 
introduced ‘randomly shuffled pseudo-interactions’ where 
the data of one of the two persons is shuffled around in 
blocks covering larger periods [5]. 
Calculating the cross-correlations on this shuffled 
pseudo-interaction still compares the movements of the same 
two persons, but now at two different moments – it does not 
represent a real interaction anymore. The result of this 
process is show in the right-most graph in figure 1. 
Comparing these two calculations shows whether the 
measured level of synchrony is higher than would be 
expected by chance. Ramseyer and Tschacher [4] validated 
this method on data taken from psychotherapy sessions, 
showing that the calculations have a significant correlation 
with other measures of synchrony or quality of interaction 
and outcome of the therapy. 
V. TOWARDS AN EXTENSION OF THE METHOD FOR USE IN 
HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION 
Before we look at how this method could be applied in 
HCI, two questions need to be asked. The first question is: 
“To what phenomena is this method sensitive?”. Or, more 
informally: what does it actually measure? Not just 
‘movement occurring at the same time’. The movements 
should also be performed with similar timing. Or to phrase it 
differently: when a person leans forward en back again, the 
amount of movement varies from ‘low movement’ (sitting), 
through ‘high’ (starting to go forward), ‘low’ (being at the 
most forward-leaning position), and ‘high’ (going back 
again) back to ‘low’ (sitting still again). 
This is a graph with two peaks, which would correlate 
well with a similar movement pattern of two peaks from the 
interlocutor, if the timing of these peaks is similar. Note, that 
the peaks need not be timed regularly (metronome-like). If 
both interlocutors performed fast forward lean, then slowly 
went back, it would also correlate well, and less so if one of 
them did it the other way around (slow forward, fast back). 
The second question is “What is the relation between 
synchrony and quality of interaction?” Synchrony is context 
dependent, and not necessarily “the more the better”. 
Too much synchrony and mirroring makes people 
uncomfortable, not only in therapy but in any kind of 
interaction. Boker and Rotondo [31] explicitly say that it is 
the breaking of synchrony as much as the formation of 
synchrony (symmetry) that makes the process of 
communication work well. 
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Figure 1. Cross-correlations of movements by two persons in a 
conversation, generated from a fragment of 200 windows (8 sec) in a free 
conversation between two people. Vertical: time in interaction. Horizontal: 
lag(-2..2 sec). Left shows the cross-correlations of the actual interaction; 
right shows the cross-correlation of the pseudo-interaction in which the 
movement data of one person has been shuffled around. This particular 
image has been reproduced from [30], in which the method by Ramseyer 
and Tschacher was followed. 
If we want to look at patterns of forming and breaking 
synchrony between people, we need to move from the global 
view of the interaction taken by Ramseyer et al. to a more 
local view. It is not enough to say that the overall interaction 
displayed significant synchrony. Instead of just looking at an 
overall measure for whole conversation, we must look if we 
can relate specific patches of high synchrony in the 
interaction to specific conversational events in the 
interaction. Also, we want to be able to say “here in the 
interaction, and here, there was an above average high level 
of synchrony” and then draw conclusions about the quality 
of interaction at these points in the interaction. 
If we know what kinds of interactional behavior lead to 
“white patches in the graph”, do we then conversely also 
know that “white patches in the graph” mean that meaningful 
interactional synchrony has occurred? Clearly not. After all, 
consider the rightmost graph in figure 1. It also shows “white 
patches in the graph”, and there is no interaction at all 
between the behaviors being compared there. It is not 
enough to calculate a local aggregate measure of the 
correlations, such as average, highest peak, or size of the 
“white patches”, when the pseudo-interaction shows similar 
patches of high cross-correlation at different time lags. So 
what is needed is a metric that determines that a certain patch 
of high correlation could not have been caused by chance, 
similar to what the method of Ramseyer and Tschacher 
determines for the overall interaction.  
Without such a local adaptation of the metric, we can 
only use the cross-correlations to say something about the 
overall amount of synchrony in a longer-term interaction. 
This then, defines a major task for future development of the 
method described above. 
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